
Indiana Attorney General Files Lawsuit against Black Lives Matter Global
Organization
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USA: On the cover image BLM leader Patrisse Khan Cullors (left) and Indiana Attorney General Todd 
Rokita (right)

Attorney General Todd Rokita filed a lawsuit this week against the Black Lives Matter Global Network
Foundation (“BLM”) as a part of his ongoing investigation. This legal action seeks compliance with an
investigative demand previously served on BLM as part of the same investigation.

Specifically, the Office of the Attorney General filed a Petition to Enforce a Civil Investigative Demand,
which seeks an order requiring BLM to respond to a Civil Investigative Demand issued to the
organization in February 2022.

“Protecting Indiana consumers from this house of cards is critical,” said Attorney General Rokita.
“There are concerning patterns of behavior from this organization, and we will do what it
takes—including this lawsuit—to get to the bottom of it.”

Black Lives Matter: Where Did All The Money Go?

In February of this year, Attorney General Rokita opened an investigation into BLM’s use of funds
donated by Hoosiers.

In a 2020 report published by BLM, the organization stated it raised over $90 million in 2020, while it
distributed approximately $21.7 million to 30 local organizations and affiliated chapters, including an
affiliated chapter in South Bend, Indiana. However, an IRS filing by BLM for the first half of 2020 listed
the organization had $0 in revenue, expenses, and assets held by BLM for the time period.
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MINNEAPOLIS HELL with Soros’ Black Lives Matter & Antifa ISIS-Allies in NED-Deep 
State Plot vs Trump

Attorney General Rokita issued a Civil Investigative Demand to BLM in order to determine if the
organization’s actions constitute a violation of either the Indiana Deceptive Consumer Sales Act or the
Indiana Nonprofit Corporation Act. The Civil Investigative Demand seeks information and documents
held by the entity relevant to the ongoing investigation to ensure transparency to donors and guarantee
funds donated by Indiana residents are used for their intended purpose and not for the personal benefit
of BLM directors.

Soros Sponsored even US Prosecutors – among which the Manhattan DA – to Free 
Criminals from Prisons

Under Indiana law, failure to comply with the civil investigative demand could result in sanctions
against the entity, including barring the entity from any future fundraising in Indiana, among other
possible remedies.

“There are many Indiana stakeholders and donors who have been impacted by these allegations. This 
lawsuit will allow for a court to swiftly and efficiently resolve the state’s request for information,” said 
Attorney General Rokita.

Hoosier donors who believe they have been impacted are encouraged to file a consumer complaint at 
www.indianaconsumer.com.

Minneapolis: Protests for «Racist System»! If Cop convicted for Murder is a Black Muslim

Fabio Giuseppe Carlo Carisio
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Fabio is Director and Editor of Gospa News; a Christian Information Journal.

Fabio Giuseppe Carlo Carisio, born on 24/2/1967 in Borgosesia, started working as a reporter when he
was only 19 years old in the alpine area of Valsesia, Piedmont, his birth region in Italy. After studying
literature and history at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, he became deputy director
of a local newspaper and specialized in judicial reporting.

For about 15 years he is a correspondent from Northern Italy for the Italian newspapers Libero and Il
Giornale, also writing important revelations on the Ustica massacre, a report on Freemasonry and
organized crime.

With independent investigations, he collaborates with Carabinieri and Guardia di Finanza in important
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investigations that conclude with the arrest of Camorra entrepreneurs or corrupt politicians.

In July 2018 he found the counter-information web media Gospa News focused on geopolitics,
terrorism, Middle East, and military intelligence. He is a correspondent from Italy for the French news
site Reseau International.

He worked for many years for the magazine Art & Wine as an art critic and curator.
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